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Abstract
This paper provides a method to formally evaluate models with calibrated 
parameters. We examine whether the restricted VAR representation implied 
by the model is consistent with the data. Two types of restrictions are ana­
lyzed: one due to the fact that there are less forcing processes than endogenous 
variables and one obtained factoring out the first type of restrictions. We also 
propose a way to evaluate the performance of a model relative to a competitor. 
An application to the model analyzed by Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo 
(1992) is considered.
‘We would like to thank John Robertson, Peter Hartley, Robert King and Steve Durlauf for 






















































































































































































In the last decade real business cycles (RBC) models have gone from the pre­
liminary explorations of Long and Plosser (1983) and Kydland and Prescott (1982) 
to well developed and tested models such as Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo 
(1990) and McGrattan (1991). Early models could be regarded as “idealized”, in 
the sense adopted in the philosophical literature summarized in Hoover (1991a), in 
that they were “simplifications that were designed to isolate an essential core”; in 
this instance attempts to capture the characteristics of fluctuations within industrial 
economies. Given such an objective it was appropriate that the method employed 
to determine whether the “essence” of an economy had been captured or not was 
the method of “stylized facts”. In this procedure a certain number of key “facts” 
are identified and subsequently used to gauge the performance of the model. Thus 
Long and Plosser concentrated upon the idea that business cycles generated co­
movements between de-trended variables, and they asked whether it was possible 
to obtain such a feature with the very simple RBC model that they had constructed. 
Others have been somewhat more precise, asking if the variances and covariances 
between variables such as output, consumption and real wages observed in the U.S. 
economy agreed with the predictions of their model. In extensions of this early 
work, e.g. King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988), a similar strategy was adopted to that 
of Prescott and Kydland, but with a more extensive range of stylized facts to be 
explained.
Stylized facts are obviously a good way of evaluating idealized models. By their 
very nature the latter models are not meant to provide a complete description of any 
time series such as consumption or output, but rather attempt to emulate a few of 
the major characteristics of those variables. Nevertheless, even with such a limited 
objective, there still remains an important practical problem of determining just 
how well the models are emulating reality, and this necessitates the development 
of some “metric” for that task. Because RBC models are explicitly stochastic a 
number of measures have been proposed that involve computing standard errors for 
the model predictions, either by analytic means or by computer based simulation 
e.g. Gregory and Smith (1991), Canova (1990).
Early comparisons of model projections with stylized facts revealed that the 
models did not adequately account for the latter. Perhaps the most striking failures 
were the correlation of productivity with hours worked and of government consump­
tion with the Solow residual. Stimulated by this fact researchers in the area began 
to develop the models in a number of different directions, with the aim of getting 
a better match with the stylized facts. As discussed by Hoover (1991a) this de­
velopment can be thought of as “concretizing” the idealized models so as to make 




























































































performed in many different directions and there has been substantial success in 
clearing up some of the striking failures of the early models.
The developments described above are reminiscent of early work with macroe- 
conometric models. Initially, the desire was to explain some very broad characteris­
tics of the data. As ambitions rose and simple models were replaced by large scale 
ones in an attempt to capture real world complexities, it was necessary to devise 
tests of the latter that were much more demanding, so as to try to isolate where 
the deficiencies of the models lay. It seems appropriate therefore that the attempts 
at evaluation via stylized facts, which has characterized most RBC studies to date, 
should also be replaced by more demanding and comprehensive tests, particularly 
since these models are progressively “concretized” in order to account for specific 
“stylized facts”. What makes this task different to the older econometric literature 
is that RBC models are models with a great deal of internal dependence, and it is 
very hard to evaluate the components separately; one is inevitably faced with the 
need to work with the whole model. Consequently, many of the “single equation” 
tests that have been used so effectively when evaluating large scale macroeconomet- 
ric models are difficult to apply, since one could not make a modification to a “part” 
of the RBC model without affecting it somewhere else. Complete model evaluation 
methods are the logical way to proceed.
This paper is an attempt to do the requisite analysis along these lines. It is 
well known that RBC models involve a VAR in the variables — see Long and Plosser 
(1983) for example. Furthermore, as we observe in section 2, it is a highly restricted 
VAR. Thus, just as for the rational expectations models considered by Sargent 
(1978), it seems as if a sensible way to evaluate the models is to test the restrictions 
on the implied VAR. Although the idea is straightforward, one has to be somewhat 
more cautious. Frequently, the driving forces in these models are integrated, and 
the VAR is actually a vector ECM, due to there being a smaller number of driving 
forces than variables being explained. If the driving forces are integrated, analysis 
suggests that there are two types of restrictions that might be tested. First, there are 
the co-integrating restrictions stemming from the fact that there are generally more 
variables to be modelled than there are independent integrated forcing processes. 
Second, there are restrictions upon the dynamics which apply to the system written 
after factoring out the co-integrating relations. Section 2 develops these ideas.
Section 3 of the paper takes a particular RBC model, that due to Burnside 
et al. and applies the ideas developed earlier to it. This model was chosen because 
there have been a number of concretizing steps taken to make it emulate the real 
world, although there remains some doubt over whether it actually agrees with 
a comprehensive range of stylized facts. Our claim is that consideration of the 
two types of restrictions described above, and a determination of whether they are 




























































































information can highlight deficiencies in the models and may suggest suitable re­
specifications. In our example, we find that the BER model is strongly rejected by 
the data and we enquire into what changes might be made to the model to produce 
a VAR that more closely appoximates what is seen in the data. Finally, in section 4 
we ask the question of how well the RBC model functions relative to a simple model 
such as a multiplier-accelerator mechanism and discuss whether the latter is any 
more successful in reproducing the VAR than the RBC model is. The viewpoint of 
this section is that, ultimately, the relevant question pertains to the relative rather 
than absolute quality of a model. Such comparisons are also likely to yield better 
information about potential respecifications. Finally, section 5 concludes with some 
suggestions about how the RBC model might be modified to produce a better fit to 
the data.
2. Testing the Restrictions of an RBC Model
Define yt as the (qxl) vector of variables of interest, zt as the (nxl) vector of 
controlled and uncontrolled state variables, and xt as the (pxl) vector of exogenous 
or forcing variables (the uncontrolled states). Most RBC models can be regarded as 
conforming to a linear structure of the form
yt =  Azt a )
F Zt~ i 4- Getj (2)
where et are the innovations into the forcing variables and G is a vector showing how 
these innovations impinge upon the state variables. Generally G is a matrix that 
only has rank p i.e. there are more state variables than there are stochastic elements 
in (2). The linearity of the system stems from the fact that these systems are 
frequently solved by either linearizing the Euler equations around the steady state, 
as in King, Plosser, and Rebelo (1988), or solving the Riccati equation associated 
with the linear/quadratic control problem, a method employed by McGratten. It 
is possible to argue that (1) and (2) are more general than they might appear to 
be in that some types of non-linearities might be accomodated e.g. zt might be 
functions of state variables. Some of the solution methods, such as Marcet (1989) 
or Chow (1992a), can allow this interpretation. Higher order dynamics can also be 
incorporated, but, since the application given later has first order dynamics, the 
discussion will focus upon the special case.
An especially important characteristic of many RBC models is that F  and 
A are functions of a smaller number of parameters such as utility and production 
function parameters, and the latter are typically selected by some “calibration” 




























































































selecting parameter values gleaned from micro or macro studies — estimated either 
by sample averages or by methods such as GMM and FIML — to “guesstimates”. 
We will simply assume that A and F  have precise numercial values assigned to 
them, so that an RBC model is both a set of relationships as in (1) and (2) and 
a specific set of values for the parameters A and F. Of course, this is true of any 
macroeconomic model. Nevertheless, one might argue over whether the parameter 
values should be taken as capturing the “essence” of an economy or are simply 
concretizing assumptions i.e. perhaps what should be tested is the general format in 
(1) and (2) rather than the particular structure coming from specific values of A and 
F. As an example of the difference, suppose yt was consumption and zt was output. 
Then (1) can be interpreted as either saying that the average propensity to consume 
is exactly A or that the average propensity to consume is simply some unknown 
constant A. Although there are some testable implications of the latter viewpoint, 
they are obviously very weak, and it is likely that many models would yield such a 
prediction e.g. there were many early consumption relations that were not inter­
temporal but which would imply constancy of the consumption ratio. Hence, as 
a way of distinguishing between different theories, it seems necessary to maintain 
that the numbers assigned to A and F  are parts of the model. One could plausibly 
argue against this strategy if A and F  were estimated directly from data, but since 
they are functions of a much smaller number of “deep parameters”, the power of 
the RBC model presumably derives from just this fact. Indeed that seems to have 
been an essential ingredient in the original arguments put forth for such models in 
Long and Plosser (1983) and by Prescott (1991) who imposes parameter values as 
a consequence of steady state relations.
It is necesssary to distinguish between two scenarios for (1) and (2) depending 
upon the nature of the forcing variables x t. In many applications of RBC models x t 
are made 1(1) processes, generally independent of each other, i.e.
x t =  xt_, +  et. (3)
Under this specification the structure of F  is F  =  [J f ] so that p of the 
eigenvalues of F  are unity while the remaining (n — p) are the eigenvalues of 7. In 
RBC models the latter are less than unity, implying that there must be (n — p) 
co-integrating vectors among the zt. Defining the elements of zt which exclude xt as 
z lt, if the zu  are 1(1) then it follows immediately that the co-integrating vectors are 
[ ( / — 7) —5J; alternatively, if any of the zu  is 1(0), the corresponding row, (71 di), 
must be a co-integrating vector. Identifying zt with some observed data this would 
be a first prediction of the RBC model. It is also apparent that there are some 
Granger Causality predictions which stem from (3).
Equation (1) predicts that an exact relation should hold between yt and zt. 




























































































important to weaken (1) so as to allow it to be non-exact. The most appropriate 
extension would seem to be to assume that yt — Azt is an 1(0) process. There are two 
arguments one might make in favour of this stance. The first is that the RBC model 
aims at capturing the essential mechanisms at work in the economy, and, prima 
facie, this suggests that what is left out should be distinguishable as something of 
less importance than what is retained. When zt is integrated it is natural therefore to 
think that what has been ignored should be non-integrated. Second, if one thought 
of observed data as being different from the model constructs due to measurement 
error, it is natural to make the measurement error an 1(0) process when the variable 
being incorrectly measured is 1(1). Therefore, in terms of either argument, (/, — A) 
should be a set of co-integrating vectors, and this is a second testable implication 
of an RBC model. Note that what we have is not only the requirement that yt and zt 
be co-integrated but that they be co-integrated with the numerical values assigned 
to A.
A second set of restrictions implied by RBC models involves the dynamic 
structure, or what will be termed the “non-cointegrating restrictions”. To derive 
these write (1) and (2) as
A yt = AAzt, (4)
where
A zt =  (F  — I )z t .x +  Get (5)
=  Uzt-i -+■ Get (6)
=  a/31 Zt-i + Get (7 )
and /3 are the co-integrating vectors existing among the Zt. Substituting (6) into 
(5) yields
A yt =  A a ffz t-1 4- AGet (8)
and, forming the co-integrating error vt =  f fz t- 1, we have
A yt = Aavt- \  + AGet, (9)
which is a relation solely between 1(0) variables. Defining w[ — ( A u j )  the VAR in 
wt implied by an RBC model therefore has two characteristics. First, unless yt is a 
state variable, Ayt_x is excluded from it. Second, the coefficients of vt_x are given 
by Aa. These are the third set of testable predictions, and they concern the 
non-cointegrating restrictions. Notice that the restrictions stem from the dynamic 
nature of the model, provided we have previously accepted that the co-integrating 
restrictions are valid ones.
When the forcing variables are not 1(1) the distinction between the two types 
of restrictions ceases to be valid. In these cases, although (1) would still be a 




























































































same order of integration, zero, and one would be faced with the prospect of doing 
a regression in the presence of specification error. Hence, in these cases, it is logical 
to combine the two directly, substituting (1) into (2) to get
yt — AFzt-1 +  AGct. (10)
Viewed as a VAR, now in the 1(0) variables w[ = (y[ z't), one finds a similar set 
of restrictions to the non-cointegrating set found above. Specifically, yt-  \ does not 
appear in the VAR and the coefficients of zt-\ should be AF.
Basically, the argument for testing the restrictions upon the VAR advanced 
above is that it may be possible to identify suitable re-specifications of the RBC 
model in the event that rejections of the restrictions are encountered. For example, if 
the prediction that Ayt-i  is excluded from the VAR is false, attention is immediately 
directed to how the RBC model might be modified so as to induce such a variable 
into the implied VAR. The VAR is therefore being used as a “reduced form” and, 
indeed, the evaluation strategy being followed here is the modern equivalent of the 
classical precepts laid down by the Cowles Commission researchers when testing 
the structural equation restrictions upon the reduced form — see Byron (1974). All 
that has changed is the substitution of the reduced form by its time series construct, 
the VAR. This idea has been mentioned or exploited by a number of authors e.g. 
Spanos (1986), Monfort and Rabemananjara (1990) and Hendry and Mizon (1990); 
the latter being the most complete treatment in that it allows for variables to be 
either 1(1) or 1(0).
Although the systems approach to testing set out above is an attractive one, 
there may be advantages to focussing upon more restricted implications of the RBC 
model. One of these is the nature of the final equations for yt i.e.if yt is a scalar, 
finding the ARMA process
C(L)yt = D(L)u  (11)
implied by (1) and (2). Comparing this derived equation to the ARMA models 
estimated from the data may be used to indicate how good a representation the RBC 
model is. Tinbergen (1939) was an early user of the final equations for summarizing 
the properties of a system, and the idea was subsequently formalized and utilized in 
Zcllner and Palm (1974), Wallis (1977) and Evans (1988). Cogley and Nason (1992) 
apply the idea to a variety of RBC models, showing that, with the exception of the 
Burnside et al. model, such models do not reproduce the higher order autocorrelation 
features of GDP data for the U.S. Obviously, such a comparison may be extremely 
valuable in revealing how well the system mimics the data on selected variables. Its 
principal disadvantage is that the information gleaned from such a comparison may 
be extremely difficult to use in re-specifying any RBC model, simply because C(L) 




























































































A related procedure, after making yt a vector, is to determine the VAR in 
yt alone i.e. to reduce the VAR in yt, zt to one in terms of yt alone. Such a construct 
may be of interest because of our familiarity with many bivariate and trivariate 
relations. For example, if yt is composed of net investment and output, the acceler­
ator mechanism is a well known bivariate relation linking those two variables, and it 
might therefore be profitable to enquire into whether there is an accelerator mecha­
nism at work within RBC models. To perform this task requires a number of steps. 
First, after computing the autocovariances of yt from (1) and (2), an approximating 
VAR can be fitted by solving the multivariate version of the Yule-Walker equations. 
This would lead to
C{L)yt = ft. (12)
Second, suppose that yt was bivariate with elements yit and y2t. To investigate 
relations like the accelerator necessitates relating y it to y2t as well as their past 
histories. The error term in et has to be decomposed to isolate the contemporaneous 
effect. To this end let the VAR in (11) be re-expressed as
V\t = C\(L)yt_\ + t\i (13)
Vzt =  C2(L)yt- \ + f2t- (14)
Owing to the linear structure (u  can be written as e« =  pt2t +  7?n, where
p =  022<7i2, f’tj = E(tittjt), and r/u is an innovation with respect to
Consequently,
3/n =  [C\(L) — pC2{L)\yt-\ + py2t +  7?u (15)
gives the desired relationship. In (13) the polynomials Cj(L) and the correlation 
coefficient p are by-products from fitting the VAR (11) to the autocovariances of yt 
coming from (1) and (2). Operationally, one simply has to decide upon the order 
of the approximating VAR. Of course, the relation under study might also be a 
trivariate one e.g. if yt contains real money, interest rates and output, a “money 
demand function” could be elicited. Perhaps the main use of this device is when 
comparisons are made between RBC and alternative business cycle models such as 
multiplier-accelerator, as conversion of the RBC model to resemble the alternative 
model allows an easier assessment of the relative performance of the two contenders. 
Another use is if one wants to compute quantities such as the Kullback-Liebler 
Information Criterion (KLIC) in order to compare models. Because there are fewer 
shocks than variables in most RBC models, the density for zt would be singular, and 
hence the KLIC is not defined. However, by restricting attention to a VAR system 
whose order equals the number of shocks one can define the KLIC for such a system.
Although what should be tested when evaluating RBC models seems to be 
fairly clear, exactly how it is to be done is much more controversial. The source of 




























































































be accurately measured by data i.e. there are errors in variables. When testing the 
co-integrating restrictions such a difficulty can be ignored, provided that the errors 
are 1(0), but the same cannot be said for tests of the non-cointegrating restrictions. 
Here what is being tested is whether the coefficients of ut_i =  0'zt_i in (9) have 
the values predicted by the RBC model. But if the errors in zt and yt are linearly 
related to zt~ i, the observed value could validly deviate from that predicted by 
the RBC model. Without some statement about the mapping of the errors into 
zt-i, it would therefore be impossible to follow the testing strategy outlined above. 
Within the literature on calibrated models, this point appears to be regarded as 
the critical one that prohibits formal econometric testing — Kydland and Prescott 
(1991) and Watson (1990). There is little that can be said about this objection. It 
could be applied to any model and, taken to its extreme, would result in nothing 
being testable. If it is adopted the only consistent attitude would seem to be one 
in which all quantitative modelling was eschewed. However, such consistency is a 
rare phenomenon; it is not uncommon to find proponents of RBC models rejecting 
competitive scenarios as incompatible with the data but failing to apply the same 
test to their preferred approach on the grounds that the models are too idealized. 
For example, Kydland and Prescott (1991) regurgitate the Lucas-Sargent criticism 
that large scale Keynesian models of the 1970s were inadequate due to a failure to 
correctly predict the observed unemployment-inflation correlations of that decade, 
but immediately exempt RBC models from a similar test by stating that “the issue 
of how confident we are in the econometric answer is a subtle one which cannot 
be resolved by computing some measure of how well the model economy mimics 
historical data. The degree of confidence in the answer depends on the confidence 
that is placed in the economic theory being used”. (1991, p. 171).
The only way out of this morass is to place some constraint upon the relation­
ship of any errors in variables to zt-\. TVaditionally, this has been to insist upon the 
errors being white noise. Such errors in yt would result in a white noise disturbance 
for (9), whereas a similar assumption for errors in zt would create an MA(1) dis­
turbance. In the first instance estimation and testing would proceed in the normal 
way; in the second some form of instrumental variables estimation would need to 
be performed to allow for the correlation between zt-i and the MA(1) disturbance. 
Of course, the disturbance in (9) could be uncorrelated with zt_i under weaker con­
ditions than white noise in the errors in variables. The situation is reminiscent of 
rational expectations modelling where forward looking behavior creates disturbance 
terms that are MA’s but which are still orthogonal to any regressors that appear in 
agents’ information sets. If this extension is envisaged allowance needs to be made 
for the effects of such serial correlation upon inferences by adopting robust measures 
of the variances of estimators.




























































































possible to find some measures of fit of the model to data, even though inference is 
highly unlikely. This is Watson’s (1990) approach. He takes the deviation between 
model output and data to be an “error”, ut, and then finds an expression for it when 
the objective is to reproduce the autocovariance function (a.c.f.) of the data. Thus, 
distinguishing data by means of an asterisk, t/(* = yt + ut = AFzt- i + AGet + ut, and 
the task is to determine ut. For convenience in exposition it will be assumed that zt 
is perfectly measured and that yt is a scalar. Approximating the observed a.c.f. of y* 
with a VAR in y't and zt gives yl =  C\ +  C2 (L)zt- \  +  et. By equating the two
expressions for y't , ut is found to be ut = C\(L)yl_x +  (C^L) — AF)zt- \ — AGet + ft, 
and this choice of ut means that the augmented model output reproduces the a.c.f. 
of the data (at least up to the chosen order of VAR). Watson’s proposal is then to 
compute an “R2”, equal to 1 — (var(ut)/var(y?)), as a measure of fit of the model. 
As it stands this latter measure is indeterminate as the var(ut) depends upon an 
unknown, the covariance of t t with ut_j. Because this is a free parameter, Watson 
proposes to choose it such that var(ut) is minimized. To see how this is done take 
Ci(L) =  ci > 0. Then the smallest value of cr2 occurs when cou(et«t_i) attains its 
largest negative value — <7e<7„( this corresponding to a correlation between the two 
variables yt and ytof -1). A low “R2” would presumably be taken as indicating that 
there is much left unexplained by the RBC model. In practice there are significant 
complications coming from the fact that yt will generally be a vector, as the variance 
of ut will become a matrix and there is no longer a unique measure of fit.
Watson’s idea is certainly ingenious and, given the concern expressed about 
the idealized nature of these models, has to be useful information for anyone wishing 
to assess them. However, one cannot escape the feeling that the criterion has to be 
augmented with supplementary information. One problem that arises is the decision 
to take the minimum value of a2 as the basis of the “R2". This is arbitrary, as many 
values of cov(et«t_i) would reproduce the a.c.f.. of y\ , and it is unclear why the one 
minimizing crj is to be preferred. Obviously a model with a low R? would not be 
satisfactory, but it is conceivable that a high R2 could be produced solely due to 
the particular selection made for cov(etui_1), while other choices of this parameter 
may produce low R2. Since the parameter, cav(ctUt-1), has nothing to do with the 
model, and is essentially “unidentified” , it would seem misleading to conclude from 
the evidence of a high R2 that the RBC model was satisfactory. At the very least 
it would seem important that the R2 be provided for the values of cov(etut_i) that 
both maximize and minimize R2. If this range is narrow, and the minimum R2 is a 
high one, it might be appropriate to conclude that, prima facie, the RBC model 
provides a satisfactory description of the data.
A second problem with the measure is that it does not provide information 
that may be useful in re-specifying the model. The variance of ut may be large for 




























































































for C\ (L) etc., but this information is lost in the aggregative measure. However, our 
attitude towards the model is likely to be significantly affected by which one of these 
is the principal contributor. If it was due to a high value of C\(L), we would be led 
to enquire into whether the RBC model might be re-specified so as to induce the 
variable yt_ i into the VAR. In contrast, if it was a consequence of a large value for erf, 
we are less likely to feel that there is something inadequate in the idealized model, 
as this parameter represents the extent to which variables exogeneous to the model 
are unpredictable, and all models would have a similar deficiency e.g. a Keynesian 
model also has to make some assumption about how government expenditure is to 
evolve over time.
3. Evaluating an RBC Model
The model chosen for the evaluation exercise is due to Burnside, Eichenbaum 
and Rebelo (1990) (BER). It represents a modification of that described in Chris- 
tiano and Eichenbaum (1992). Appendix 1 presents the principal equations un­
derlying it. The controlled state variables are the capital stock and employment 
and the uncontrolled states are the technology and government expenditure shocks. 
When measured as deviations from a steady state growth path these variables are 
designated as kt, nt, at, and gt respectively. Other variables explained by the model, 
also as deviations from steady state, are output (yt), private consumption (ct), and 
investment (it). An assumption of the model is that the forcing factors are AR(1) 
processes. Parameter values for the model were estimated by BER from data over 
1955/3 to 1984/1 using various moment conditions.
To evaluate the model BER compared the numerical values of selected variable 
correlations predicted by the model with the estimated values from the data. The 
vector of discrepancies can be formally compared with zero using the J-test of 
over-identifying restrictions. The principal comparison BER made involved the 
cross correlation of productivity and hours worked at L leads and lags. When all 
the sample was used there was strong rejection if L =  2 (the p value of the test 
being .001). This outcome encouraged them to split the sample at 1969/1 and to 
perform validation of the model on two different samples. They then concluded 
that the model seemed satisfactory for the first period (p-value= .278) but not 
for the second period (p-value= .001). Because of this diversity of outcomes the 
discussion below concentrates upon the two sub-samples separately. We also avoid 
the emphasis upon the relation between productivity and hours that characterizes 
BER’s evaluation work, as an important ingredient of the way in which their model 
manages to emulate the data is by making the assumption that the employment data 
is subject to errors of measurement. That modification seems to be very important 




























































































is hard to think of it as part of a “model”.
a) Sample Period 1955/3 to 1969/4
As reviewed in the proceeding section any RBC model makes a number of pre­
dictions, either about the co-integrating vectors expected to hold between variables 
or the dynamic behaviour of the variables. Our strategy will be to determine if the 
predictions made by the RBC model are consistent with the data.
A first item to check is whether the assumption made pertaining to the evo­
lution of the uncontrolled states is valid. BER’s point estimates for the AR(1) 
coefficients of at and gt are .87 and .94 respectively. Although these are different 
from unity the ADF tests recorded in Table 1 point to the fact that the hypothesis 
of the series being integrated is accepted fairly easily. Furthermore, the correlation 
between the residuals from the AR(l)’s fitted to gt and at is only .12, which suggests 
the processes are uncorrelated, as specified in BER’s model. Based on this outcome, 
and the evidence of integration for kt and nt in Table 1, it is anticipated that the 
state vector comprising kt, nt, gt and at should have two co-integrating vectors, as 
there are two common trends driving the RBC model (see the brief description of 
the main features of the model in the Appendix).
Using the parameter values provided by BER it is possible to compute F  =  
E /pi in (2) and hence to derive the predicted co-integrating vectors among the 
four states viz. {(I — 7) — <5]. Logically, there are two distinct questions here. One 
is whether there are two co-integrating vectors or not. Using a VAR(4), Johansen’s 
likelihood ratio test (LR) for the hypothesis of r co-integrating vectors easily in­
dicates that there are two (the test of r  =  1 versus r — 2 gives LR  =  25.2 while 
r = 2 versus r — 3 has LR = 7.75, where the critical values corresponding to the 
5% significance levels are 21.0 and 14.0 respectively). Exactly the same conclusion 
is reached with Johansen’s trace test. Thus the number of co-integrating vectors 
agrees with the model prediction. A more demanding test is to assess whether the 
predicted numeric values (.0435 -.0295 -.1434 .0062 ) and (.5627 1.0174 -1.5008 - 
.1974) axe compatible with the data. For this query, a likelihood ratio test of the 
restrictions gives a value of 45.53 which, when referred to a x2(4), soundly rejects 
the constraint. Consequently, a basic property of the model is rejected. Figure 1 
plots .5627fci +  1.0174nt — 1.5008at — .1974<?(, the projected second co-integrating 
error, and the lack of co-integration shows quite clearly (actually ADF tests applied 





























































































Tests for Integration in Data








crit. vai. -2.92 -3.50
In addition to the state variables being 1(1), Table 1 shows that three “out­
put” variables — consumption, output and investment — also possess this property. 
Therefore, RBC models conjecture that there are further co-integrating restrictions, 
now between the “outputs” and the states — see (1). King et al. (1992) and Neusser 
(1991) considered the long run implications of neoclassical growth models for rela­
tions between the three “output” variables above. In particular they argued that 
consumption and income and investment and income should be co-integrating pairs 
with co-integrating vectors (1 -1). In this model it is consumption, income and 
government expenditure which should be co-integrated, as well as investment and 
output. Johansen’s tests indicate that the first of these relations is satisfied, but the 
likelihood and trace tests are in conflict over whether investment and output are 
co-integrated.1 Moreover, for two reasons, tests of an RBC model performed in this 
way are rather weak. First, information is being discarded. The RBC model makes 
a direct prediction about the co-integrating relations between states and “outputs” 
but only an indirect one about the connection between “outputs”. Thus we might 
have ct -  z[on and yt — z[ai both being 1(0), so that c( — yt is 1(0), but the a\ may 
not coincide with that indicated by the RBC model. Second, many models have 
the property that Ct — yt and it — yt are co-integrated, e.g. the multiplier accelera­
tor model can be designed to produce this effect by an appropriate choice of ECM 
format, and therefore co-integration between “output” variables cannot be taken as 
validating the RBC viewpoint. In summary, what should be tested are the direct 
implications of the RBC model and not the indirect ones.
Choosing BER’s parameter values, the specific co-integrating relations from 
equation (1) are
Ct =  .55kt T .017n( 4- .348a( — .07<7r 4- T]ct (19)
yt =  -13fct 4- .3171* 4- 1.64o( 4  .07gt 4- Tjyt (1*7)
1 Robert King has suggested that this failure may well be a consequence of the way in which 




























































































it =  -.65  kt +  1.12 nt +  5.45a, — .24g, +  7j„, (18)
and our objective is to test if the r),t are 1(1). This could be done in one of two ways.2 
A first possibility is to apply an ADF test to the errors from (16), (17) and (18); 
since no parameters are being estimated many of the problems of using this test 
for co-integration are absent. An alternative is to use the fact that co-integration 
between variables means the existence of an ECM relationship — Engle and Granger 
(1985). Therefore, assuming (say) ct and zt are 1(1) and co-integrated with vector 
(1 — ai), an ECM of the form
Ac, =  aAz[ai +  6(c,_i -  z't_t a t) (19)
would connect c, and zt. If ct and z, are not co-integrated, 6 =  0 making the t-ratio 
for H0 : b =  0 a suitable test of no co-integration. This test is proposed in Banerjee 
et al. (1986) and has been dubbed the “ECM test” by Kremers et al. (1992). The 
latter have argued that it has much better power than the ADF test whenever the 
latter imposes an invalid common factor restriction. Unfortunately, the distribution 
of the ECM test varies between the Dickey-Fuller density and the standard normal 
as var[(a— l)Az,]/var(Az,) tends from zero to infinity. Because Az, in our situation 
is a vector it is difficult to determine exactly what the critical values are. One plan 
of action would be to be conservative and to adopt the DF critical values. Note that 
there are no tests of (17). The reason is that the unobserved variable a, is effectively 
computed from data on yt, kt etc by inverting (17), and therefore rjyt is identically 
zero. Unless a separate estimate of a, can be made it is therefore impossible to test 
this co-integrating restriction in an RBC model. 3
Table 2
Tests of Co-integrating Relations in (16) and (18)
Variable ADF(4) with trend ADF(4) without trend
Ct -1.71 -2.69
it -2.66 -2.26
crit. vai. -2.92 -3.50
The evidence from Table 2 is that the co-integrating restrictions are most 
likely invalid. The problematic outcome is for consumption. Referred to an A(0, 1) 
random variable one would opt for co-integration, but this would not be true if
2A third method would be to employ Johansen’s test, but the fact that the states do not have 
the co-integrating relations implied by the RBC model makes it more convenient to perform “single 
equation” tests.
3Provided a unit root is specified for the a, process it would be possible to generate data on a, 
using a random number genator and thereupon one could test (17). Smith (1990) advocates this 




























































































the comparison was made with a 5% critical value from the DF density (-2.91). 
Nevertheless, Table 2 does hint at specification difiiculties.with the BER model. To 
see why the restrictions are being rejected it is useful to fit relations such as (16), 
(17) and (18) using the data to give
ct =  .89fc( +  .12nt +  .56a( — ,03gt (20)
it = —.\8kt +  .69n, +  3.61a( — .31<7t. (21)
Comparing (16) and (18) with (20) and (21) it seems as if the weight given to 
kt in the model is too low for both variables, whereas the influence of at is too low 
for consumption but far too high for investment. As the R2 from the regressions in 
(20) and (21) are .94 and .93 respectively, provided the series are 1(1) there is likely 
to be only small bias in the estimated co-integrating vectors.4
Although it seems unlikely, let us suppose that the co-integrating restrictions 
are satisfied. Then the third set of restrictions imposed by an RBC model are those 
relating to dynamics- equation (8). These involve testing if the coefficients of the 
co-integrating errors ut_i are Act in the regression of Ayt on vt_ ]. A simple way
to compute the statistic for such a test is to regress Ayt on zt_i and test if the
coefficients are equal to fl( eq (6)). One has to be careful to refer the resulting test 
statistic to a x2(2) since the distribution of IT is singular owing to the co-integration, 
i.e. as ut_i is a 2x1 vector, only two coefficients are really being tested. With Ayt 
set to Act and Aft, the test statistics are 3.5 and 98.3 respectively, showing that, 
although the dynamics of consumption seem to be accounted for, the investment 
dynamics are missed badly (there is some serial correlation in the regression for Ait 
but there is only a minor change in the value of the test statistic when computed 
robustly). Unlike the situation for co-integration tests, it is also possible to check the 
output dynamics, and the test statistic there is 28.58, again showing some problems 
with the model. Equations (22), (23) and (24) list the predicted dynamic relations 
along with the estimated relations (in brackets) for each of the series
Ac( = — .033fct_i — .001n(_i +  .059at_i T ,005gt-i (22)(-.100) (-.038) (.086) (-.017)
A yt = —.18kt-\ ■-  ,309n(_i — .266a(_i +  .055p[_i (23)(-.19) (-.086) (-.075) (-.016)
A it = — .603 fc,_i -  1.16nt_i + .877a(_i + .24gt_i (24)(—.597) (-.24) (-.12) (.03)
4A more serious problem is that the parameters being estimated may not be identified. If there 
are only two stochastic trends then it is impossible to estimate the four parameters here as the 




























































































As revealed by (22), (23) and (24) the major problem with the RBC model in 
its forecasts of dynamics is that it ascribes far too much weight to the productivity 
shock and lagged employment.
It is now appropriate to consider some objections that might be made to the 
above analysis. One of these is that the restrictions being tested are found by using 
the parameter values in BER and these are pa =  .8691 and pg = .938 rather than 
the values of unity needed if we are to argue that the series are 1(1). For this reason 
it is logically more correct to re-compute what the implied restrictions would be 
if unit roots are imposed upon the two forcing processes and to then test if the 
resulting restrictions are compatible with the data. This means that (16), (17) and 
(18) become
Ct = .55fc( +  .017n, 4- .888a( — .14<?( 4- rja  (25)
yt = .13fc( 4" .31nt 4- l.lln t 4- .13^ 4" T)yt (2b)
it — —.65kt 4~ 1.12nt 4" 2.31ut 4- .13pt 4" T]u. (27)
Doing so does not change any of the conclusions reached previously however. 
For example, the ADF tests for cointegration among the states now become -2.89 and 
-3.32 (with a x2(4) =  44.79 when testing using Johansen’s estimator), while ADF 
test values of -1.19 (Ct) and -2.64 (it) are found when directly testing the restrictions 
in (25) and (27). Tests of the dynamic restrictions yield x2(2) test statistics of 3.0 
(ct), 35.2 (yt) and 118.4 (it).
Another objection to the analysis could be that the series are not integrated 
and that the power of the ADF test is low. There is some merit to this argument. 
If pa =  .8691, simulation of the ADF(4) test (with trend) for 58 observations shows 
that 55% of the time one gets an ADF test larger than -2.44 (the value of the ADF 
tests using the data on at). Hence one would falsely conclude that the series is 1(1) 
55% of the time. In the same vein, with pg =  .93, one would invalidly conclude 
there was a unit root 45% of the time (using the ADF value of -2.13 found from the 
data). Hence it may be more reasonable to conduct tests that assume the processes 
are 1(0) rather than 1(1). In this case we will test the restrictions from (9), i.e. that 
the coefficients of Zt-1 are AF. Equations (28), (29), and (30) set out the theoretical 
coefficients for the “reduced” VAR.
Ct =  .518A:t_i 4- .016n t_i 4- .407at_i -  .069gt_! (28)
yt =  — .045fct_]i — .001n(_i 4- 1.907at_i 4- .128(/t_i (29)




























































































Corresponding empirical estimates ( where we have added in missing terms 
from the VAR in (28), (29), and (30) if the t ratio was greater than 2) are
ct =  .403fct_i 4- .026n(_i +  .411at_i — .033<?t_i 4- .433ct_i 
(2.5) (.57) (3.49) (-1.8) (2.6)
(31)
Vt — —.057fci_i +  .222rie_i +  1.566a,_i 4 .05fjc/£..i
(-.43) (2.67) (11.11) (1.57) ( '
it = —.673A'.t—\ 4“ .047nt_i 4- 1 • 4 01 u t _, — . 106fft_, +  .5791; , , .
(-2.87) (.26) (2.20) (-1.32) (3.57) 1 ’
The results in (31), (32) and (33) constitute a strong rejection of the restrictions 
implied by the RBC model. Testing that the parameters in (31), (32) and (33) equal 
those in (28), (29) and (30) gives x2 statistics of x2(5) =  104.1(ct), x2(4) =  28.59(yt), 
and X2(5) =  625.0(it). A comparison of the two sets of equations shows there are 
some variables missing from the former —ct_ 1 in the C( equation, and it_ 1 in the 
it equation — and that the model accords productivity too great an influence in 
determining investment and output. Others have remarked upon such a “missing 
variable” feature, specifically for consumption, (Chow (1992b)), but a casual com­
parison of the equations emphasises that there are many factors responsible for the 
failure of the model to explain output and investment variations.
The outcomes observed above bring to the fore a question raised in the in­
troduction; is the rejection being caused by the model or by the parameter values 
being supplied to it? That is, does there exist an RBC model of this form that would 
be compatible with the data but which had a different set of parameter values? It 
might be argued that the essence of the model is the type of functional forms fed 
in and not the values of the parameters chosen to calibrate it. Earlier we remarked 
why we feel that this view should be rejected, but it is worth exploring what would 
happen if we adopted it. One can say immediately that the non-zero coefficients 
seen for c(_ 1 and it—1 in (31) and (33) cannot be matched by calibration changes, 
as the model design automatically assigns a zero coefficient to these variables. Only 
re-specification of the RBC model would change this fact. Some of the other pa­
rameters in (31), (32) and (33) can be modified by changing the calibration settings. 
By studying the sensitivity of (31), (32) and (33) to variations in the parameters 
of BER’s model, it was found that we could improve the approximation by increas­
ing pa and reducing a. However, it was necessary to make p0 almost unity if the 
weight on the productivity variable was to be reduced to the required magnitude. 
This would mean that we are dealing with processes that are very close to being 
integrated and so it would be appropriate to test the co-integrating restrictions. As 
mentioned earlier however, these are rejected when we impose 1(1) behaviour upon 
the forcing variables. Hence, it does not seem as if the essentials of the economy are 




























































































of the RBC model using the techniques above are far stronger than those encoun­
tered by BER, where what evidence there was against their model in this period 
was very mild. This fact emphasises that different types of information are being 
gathered by the different methods of evaluation.
(b) Sample period 1970/1 to 1984/1
In the second period there is evidence that the evolutionary pattern for the 
variables identified in the first period has changed. Looking first at the forcing 
processes, there is some doubt that they are now 1(1). The ADF tests (with trend) 
are -3.40 and -2.85 for gt and a, respectively, while the ADF (without trend) for at 
of -2.86 is very close to the 5% critical value of -2.92. Examination of the estimates 
of the autoregressive parameters upon which the ADF test is based reveal them to 
be .47 (gt) and .76 (at), below the values of .87 and .81 found in the first period. It 
seems very likely therefore that the processes are 1(0); certainly one would only be 
comfortable with a single common trend, due to at, as the autoregressive parameter 
for gt is far too low. Turning to the other series, here the evidence of 1(1) behaviour 
is stronger, but even then the autoregressive parameter is (at best) just above .8.
What is to be done about these features? One possibility is to proceed with 
the tests outlined in the previous sub-section, maintaining that there is a single 
common trend. When this is done one encounters rejections of all the co-integrating 
restrictions. In the interests of economizing on space, and recognizing the doubt 
raised over the integration properties of the data, our preference has been to only 
report results derived under the assumption that the series are all 1(0). This means 
that we perform and report the tests of the dynamic restrictions appearing in (9).
Equations (34), (35) and (36) provide the estimated equations, along with the 
predicted values of the coefficients in brackets (variables not entering the model VAR 
have been deleted if their f-ratio is less than 2, while estimated intercept terms have 
also been suppressed).
Ct = - . 112fct_ i - 17g
N-O .109at_i —•001pi_i + 1.153c,_i
(--.535) (.014) (.396) ( - .021) (0)
yt = —.685kt- i — .153n,_-i — .113a,_ i- .1 5 1 fft_ i + 1.053c,. + .297t,_j
(-.034)
Oo
(1.913) (.027) (0) (0)
! =  —1.371Jfct_i — .537n,_ i — 1.340at_i — -342<?i_-i -f- 1.970c,_i 4- 1.033zt_




The task is to determine whether the predicted and estimated parameters are 




























































































225.2, X2(6) =  91.7 and x2(6) =  638.6 for Ct, yt and it respectively. If only the 
coefficients of nt- i, a,t-\ and ryt_1 are tested for having their predicted values, 
the corresponding x2(4) statistics would be 110.3, 37.18 and 151.1. As before, this 
constitutes a very strong rejection of the model, although an important difference 
from the previous period is that the prediction of zero coefficients for ct_i and it- i  in 
the equations is now wildly at variance with the data, indicating that the dynamic 
structure of the model seems to have undergone some major shifts in the period. 
Looking at the estimates in (34)-(36), the most striking feature is the fact that the 
technology shock at is estimated to have a negative impact on all variables in this 
period, which is in sharp contrast to the positive effect predicted by the model.
4. Comparing Models
As mentioned in the introduction it is perhaps more reasonable to evaluate a 
model by its performance relative to others than to impose an absolute standard. For 
this reason it was decided to effect a comparison of the RBC model with a stylized 
version of the type of macro model that was popular in the 1960s. This generally 
featured a consumption relation dynamically connecting consumption and output, 
as well as an accelerator mechanism for investment. Although money featured in 
such models as well, here it is excluded in the interest of retaining comparability 
with the RBC model; the idea being to work with the same variables as BER did, 
but to provide a “demand” rather than “supply” side account of developments in 
the U.S. economy.
Most of the models of the 1960s worked with levels of the variables and we 
therefore chose to do the same thing here. To make comparisons with the RBC 
model, the predictions of the latter had to be converted from deviations around 
steady state values back to levels. Levels of variables are distinguished by capital 
letters. The multiplier-accelerator model (MPA) that was fitted is given in the 
equations below. No experimentation with lag lengths etc. was undertaken; the idea 
was just to take a simple model and to see how well it performs on the same data 
set. Some of the regressors in the equations were insignificant but were nevertheless 
retained.
Ct — a\Ct~\ 4- (hYt 4- P Y t- i +  ci +  (j>\t (37)
N It = 0L2N It- 1 4- 71 Ayt +  72AYt~i 4- C2 4- fat (38)
II 1 o> * 1 (39)
K t =  (1 -  6)Kt_t + It (40)
Gt = pgGt— 1 4- C3 4- fat (41)




























































































The variable Dt is needed to make the series on output satisfy the national 
income identity. It is always a small fraction of output Yt and rarely reaches 1% 
of that variable, so that its introduction would not seem to produce any distorting 
factors. Table 3 gives the parameter estimates of the unknown parameters of the 
multiplier-accelerator model for each of the two periods. Estimation was done by 
OLS, as that was also the most common way of doing “calibration” at that time.
Table 3
Estimates for Multiplier-Accelerator Model (21)















It is interesting to first ask whether the MPA model makes correct predictions 
of the VAR coefficients. As can be seen, the MPA model implies that the data 
should be a VAR(2), and the coefficients of each lag can be worked out by solving
(37)-(42). The x2(10) statistics testing the adequacy of the model during the first 
period were 21.4, 23.4 and 42.3, for Ct, A and Yt respectively,. The corresponding 
test statistics in the second period were 73.0, 112.0 and 162.7. Although the fact that 
we are working with levels, and hence potentially integrated data, makes the actual 
distribution of these “x2” statistics unlikely to be exactly that, their magnitude has 
to make one seriously question the MPA model as a good representation of the data. 
This conclusion is especially true of the second period, a feature that is consistent 
with the notion that “Keynesian” models broke down in the 1970s. If one takes the 
size of the x2 statistics as an index of how good the model is, then both the RBC 
and MPA models have noticably worse performance in the second period.
Figs 2-7 provide plots of the one step predictions of C(, It and Yt from both 




























































































is more successful than the RBC model in tracking all series. Because the models 
are non-nested, imposing different restrictions upon the same VAR, one way to 
check the above impression is to enquire into whether the explanation of variables 
of interest given by the MPA model can be improved upon by using information 
from the RBC model. To this end we regress data on the variable being studied 
against the predictions of it made by both the MPA and RBC models; if the RBC 
model is correct then the coefficient on the predictions from the MPA model should 
be zero, and conversely. This test is in the spirit of Davidson and MacKinnon’s 
(1981) ./-test for non-nested models. Selecting Ct, / t, and Yt as the variables of 
interest the results are given below in (43), (44) and (45) for the first period and in 
(46), (47) and (48) for the second period, with t-ratios in brackets.
Ct =  .21 CRBCt +  .7 9CMPA, (43)
(2.15) (8.08)
It =  .09IRBCt +  .90 IM P  At (44)
(1.74) (15.94)
Yt = .18 YRBCt + .83 Y M P A t (45)(2.41) (11.94)
Ct =  .UCRBCt + .88CMPAt (46)(1.63) (11.57)
It =  .15 IRBCt + .82 IM P  At (47)
(3.45) (14.47)
Yt = ,59YRBCt + .52 Y M P A t (48)(7.57) (8.34)
The evidence in the above equations is that the RBC model rarely adds a 
great deal to the explanatory power of the MPA model. Perhaps the most striking 
exception to this statement is in (48); it would seem that output in the second period 
cannot be satisfactorily explained by a pure demand side model like MPA. Given 
the oil-price shocks of the 1970s, part of which would be reflected in the ex-post 
measurements of productivity, such a conclusion may not be too surprising.
One way to understand the difference in the two models is to ask what the 
RBC model would look like if turned into an MPA type model. To do this we 
use the ideas in section 2 for reducing the VAR implied by the RBC model into 
bivariate VARs between the pairs (consumption, output) and (investment, output). 
Equations (49)-(52) give the implied bivariate VAR’s for the two periods, with the 
estimated parameters in brackets.
First Period
ct =  1.08ct_i -  .09ci_2 +  -18yt -  -19j/t_i +  .07yt- 2 




























































































it — .87it_i +  ■ 04if_2 î 3.17yt — 2.73?/; 1 — .31ly t-2 
(.94) (-.10) (.98) (-.20) (-.63)
(50)
Second Period
Ct =  .99ct_i -  .05 c(_2 +  .2\yt -  .2\yt- \  +  .07j/t_2 
(1.12) (-.16) (.20) (-.25) (.05)
(51)
it — .73t(_i -j- .03i;_2 4■ 3.31 yi — 2.39y._ , — .24y;.._2 
(.41) (.12) (1.81) (-.55) (-.23)
(52)
These equations encapsulate most of the information in figs 2-7 regarding the 
behaviour of consumption and investment. A succinct summary of the latter is that 
investment is much too volatile whilst consumption is too smooth. In terms of 
(49)-(52) the impact of output upon investment is seen to be too large, while the 
lag distribution of consumption response to income changes is longer for the RBC 
model. Another interesting feature of (49)-(52) is that the accelerator mechanism is 
very clear in the data of the first period but is not in evidence in the second (in the 
sense that the coefficients of yt, , and yt~ 2 do not sum to zero). This provides one 
explanation for the MPA model’s deterioration in performance during the second 
period.
This paper has set out a strategy for evaluating small linear modeis via the 
restrictions they impose upon the VAR in the variables they are meant to explain. 
Three types of restrictions were elicited. First, there are co-integrating restrictions 
implied among the state variables. Second, there are the co-integrating constraints 
existing between the state and “output” variables. Finally, there are restrictions 
upon the dynamics of the model when all variables are transformed to be 1(0). 
It was recommended that evaluation should proceed by examining the constraints 
sequentially. The technology was then applied to an RBC model that had performed 
reasonably well when assessed relative to a set of “stylized facts”; failure on all three 
counts was evident, pointing to the need for some re-specification of the model.
A failure of the co-integrating restrictions is generally the hardest feature to 
rectify as some variables need to be added to the system. Candidates could be the 
effects of taxation upon capital accumulation, the impact of the external sector via 
terms of trade movements, or monetary factors. Although a complete study of this 
phenomenon is beyond the paper, understanding the source of the co-integration 
failures seems critical to determining what course of action should be followed. One 





























































































which the co-integration implications of the model were valid. To this end figs 8 
and 9 plot recursive estimates of the parameters used in Table 2 when concluding 
that there was a lack of co-integration between “output” and state variables. Fig 
8 shows a plot of the coefficient of the lagged co-integrating error for consumption 
(CORC) that is the basis of the ADF test; a co-integration failure is signalled if 
this approaches unity. Fig 9 shows the coefficient of the lagged co-integrating error 
in investment (CORI) used in the “ECM” test for co-integration; values of this 
near zero suggest that co-integration does not hold. Both figures tell the same 
story; sometime around 1964 the RBC model’s co-integrating predictions started to 
fail quite dramatically. As this was a period of major fiscal and monetary changes 
associated with the “Great Society” program, it suggests that the RBC model needs 
to be modified to capture the impact of such stimuli more directly.
Even if the co-integrating restrictions were made acceptable there also appears 
to be some difficulties with the “short run” responses within the model. Results 
presented in sections 3 and 4 make a strong case for introducing adjustment costs into 
investment in order to reduce the magnitude of its short run reponse to fluctuations 
in output. The opposite is true of consumption, where the impact of current income 




























































































A P P E N D IX  1
The Burnside/ Eichenbaum/ Rebelo Model 
Worker Utility
ln(Cf) +  6ln(T -  £ -  W J)
T  =Time endowment, C[ =private consumption, Wt =effort, /  =hours worked 
per shift, /  =fixed cost of work (in terms of hours of forgone leisure)
Non-Worker Utility
ln(CT) +  Oln{T)
Cobb—Douglas Production Function
V, =  ZtK't ~a(NtWtj r
Zt = Technology, Nt =fraction of agents who are workers (the number of agents 
is normalized to unity), K t =Beginning of Period Capital Stock
Technology Change,
Zt =  7“%
Productivity Shock
ln(At) =  (1 -  p„) ln(A) + pa ln(A,_,) +  e,
Aggregate Resource Constraint
c r  +  ^ t + i  — ( 1  —  S)Kt + X t <  Yt 
Consumption
Xt = 7lG t
ln(G() =  (1 — pg) ln(G) + pg ln(G(_i) +  pt 
It is assumed that a social planner maximizes
E0 f ;  /3*{ln(Cf) + 0Nt In (T -  Wtf)  +0(1 -  Nt) ln(T)}
(= 0
subject to the constraints above and Ko by choice of contingency plans for {Ct, 
Kt+U Nt, Wt : t>  0}. E0 is the time 0 conditional expectations operator, 0  is the 





























































































Certain transformations are made to the problem before it is solved. These 
are to express the variables as deviations from deterministic steady state growth 
paths. Thus C? =  C f M  Yt =  Yt/ y \  Kt = K J i 1, X t = X t/ Y  which means that 
the constraints on the optimization can be reduced to
7*t+ i =  A K }-a(NtW J)a -  Cf +  (1 -  6)Kt -  X t
Table 1: Parameter Values for the BER Model






M  7«) .0069 .0015
ln{G) 6.8090 7.1618
M t9) .0073 -.0013
P9 .938 .6618
.0143 .0115
while the optimand becomes
oo oo
E  ?  los(7l) + E0 E  01{H C P1) + N fi In(T -  { -  Wtf )  + 8( 1 -  Nt) In(T)
(= 0  t= o
Finally small letters indicate deviations of variables from steady states. Thus 
at = log {At/A).
The solutions to this problem after linearization of the Euler equations are 
laws of motion for the state variables kt,rtt,at and gt as well as linear relations 
connecting other variables such as yt,(% to these states. With the parameter values 
in the Table it is possible to compute numerical values for these relations and they 
are presented in the text. The parameter <r„ in the table arises from the assumption 
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F ig  3 :  Invest i*cnt and P r e d i c t i o n s  of  I t  f ro *  MTA and RBC Models




























































































Fig 5 :  Consumption and P r e d i c t i o n s  of I t  from MTH and It DC Models
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